A track record of international renown:

- **Participants:** 42 nationalitities in 2018
- Participation in SIVAL provides access to targeted international contacts:
  - Business meeting scheduling via the VIB International Business Convention Platform’s international business database
  - Presence of a delegation of foreign buyers (Africa, Asia, North America)
  - Conference programme and meeting international experts
  - Presence of a delegation of foreign buyers (Africa, Asia, North America)

Exhibiting at SIVAL means:

- Choosing the guarantee and reputation of the SIVAL brand, renowned for its added value: meeting, business and conviviality.
- Taking part in a national reference event for all specialized plant production professionals.
- You are sure to meet your clients and prospects.
- Improving how you communicate about your products, skills and innovations.
- Finding innovations and new products is one of the main reasons why visitors come.
- Multiplying your opportunities to network and discuss key issues in plant agriculture.
- Ensuring optimal geographic and sectorial coverage of your customers and prospects.
- As the only trade fair, SIVAL is the only event in its kind in the whole of Europe, an exceptional location, at the heart of production areas and easily accessible by TGV train and motorways from all around France and northern Europe.

**Angers, the plant capital**

For two centuries, plants have been the speciality of Angers and the city remains at the forefront of the sector in terms of production, training, and research:

- 5,000 jobs in specialist plant production companies
- 450 plant experts (researchers, engineers and technicians)
- 2,500 students in France’s leading plant production training centre
- Participation of VEGEPOLYS, the world competitiveness cluster

Angers is an easily accessible city situated at 1h30 from Paris, the living is easy in this appealing destination ranked best green city in France. It is also a dynamic and connected city, thanks to a cutting-edge ecosystem where innovation goes hand in hand with the hosting of major events.

**New, for SIVAL 2019 - spotlight on the Netherlands!**

**Dates and opening hours:**
- Tuesday 15th January: 9am – 7pm
- Wednesday 16th January: 9am – 7pm
- Thursday 17th January: 9am – 6pm

**CONTACTS**

Étienne RAIMBAULT
Sales Manager
etienne.raimbault@destination-angers.com
Tel: +33 (0) 2 41 93 40 43

Jessica LIBAULT
Sales Representative
jessica.libault@destination-angers.com
Tel: +33 (0) 2 41 93 40 48

Isabelle TAILLANDIER
Sales Assistant
isabelle.taillandier@destination-angers.com
Tel: +33 (0) 2 41 93 40 55

Morgane SAGLIO
Project Manager
and Development
morgane.saglio@destination-angers.com
Tel: +33 (0) 2 41 93 40 54

**SIGN UP!**

SIVAL ANGERS / Route de Paris 49044 ANGERS CEDEX 01

With 640 exhibitors from the material and services sectors, and 24,000 French and foreign professional visitors, SIVAL is the business and innovation meeting point in France for plant production professionals.

**A winning destination**

www.sival-angers.com
Angers: the place to be

Angers, home to VEGEPOLYS, a competitiveness cluster dedicated to plants

Angers boasts worldwide scientific expertise with a number of private, public, technical or regulatory bodies, and a major role on plant production rules for the promotion of major and organic markets.

VEGETABLE PRODUCTION

Western France is the 2nd largest tree growing area in Europe, a strong presence on social networks at the heart of the community of plant production professionals.

EXHIBITORS

Sival: a major business event for professionals of the sector

Sival takes place in January, the best time of year for plant production professionals to meet.

TRADE FAIR

A FAST-GROWING TRADE FAIR

Sival is the platform for all plant production professionals.

SIVAL continues to develop in response to the needs of both exhibitors and visitors.

An increased offer and higher diversity thanks to the 2019 increase in surface area.

INCREASED OFFER AND HIGHER DIVERSITY

A TRADE FAIR ORGANISED FOR AND WITH PROFESSIONALS

Sival: an innovative platform at the service of future production

Sival is the ideal platform for discussion and emergence, innovation and pioneering creation.

THE SIVAL INNOVATION COMPETITION

THE AGREEN STARTUP CONTEST

Sival Innovation’s partner

Crédit Mutuel

Sival France, first national producer of garden trees, helps to reinforce trade fair vegetable production: come to visit producers of all kinds of vegetable plants.

SEEDS

Sival offers you an innovative area that is perfectly suitable for your needs.

A TRADE FAIR ORGANISED FOR AND WITH PROFESSIONALS

The Val de Loire ranks 3rd wine-growing region in France for production and achieves excellent results.

WINE GROWING

Angers is the land of excellence in plant production.

SIVAL HAS PROVEN ITS WORTH:

95% of exhibitors consider visitors to be interested, not to say very interested.

97% of exhibitors consider visitors to be satisfied with the organisation of the fair.

92% of exhibitors plan to take part in the SIVAL 2019.

2018 visitors awarded SIVAL a 15/20.

SIVAL: 100% PRO

Sival: a major business event for professionals of the sector

SIVAL continues to develop in response to the needs of both exhibitors and visitors.

An increased offer and higher diversity thanks to the 2019 increase in surface area.

INCREASED OFFER AND HIGHER DIVERSITY

A TRADE FAIR ORGANISED FOR AND WITH PROFESSIONALS

Sival is the ideal platform for discussion and emergence, innovation and pioneering creation.

THE SIVAL INNOVATION COMPETITION

THE AGREEN STARTUP CONTEST

Sival Innovation’s partner

Crédit Mutuel

Sival is the platform for all plant production professionals.

A TRADE FAIR ORGANISED FOR AND WITH PROFESSIONALS

Sival is an innovative platform at the service of future production.